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ABSTRACT.   A new proof is given for Chern's theorem showing that the

Laplace operator for differential forms commutes with decomposition of forms

associated with G-structures admitting a suitable connection.   An analogous

result is proved for symmetric tensor fields, and an application is made to deter-

mine all harmonic symmetric fields on a compact space of constant negative

curvature.   Vector-valued forms are also discussed.

1. Introduction.   At the root of the Hodge decomposition of harmonic forms on

a Kahler manifold stands the fact that the Laplace operator A commutes with the

operator L: cf> —► <f> A, Í2, where A is the fundamental 2-form of the Kahler struc-

ture, cf. [6], [11].

In [5] Chern showed that a similar phenomenon holds under broad conditions

for general  G-structures.   Here we present a different proof of Chern's theorem,

in which the complicated curvature calculations of [5] are replaced by considera-

tions which seem much simpler.

§§2 and 3 give brief discussion of G-structures and connections; in §4 a

general Laplace operator is defined for vector bundles, and in §5 we show that

it commutes with certain types of bundle homomorphisms.   Our proof of Chern's

theorem, based on simple curvature expressions, is given in §6.  Some applica-

tions to well-known facts about the Laplace operator on a Kahler manifold are

mentioned in §7.

In §8 we consider symmetric covariant tensor fields.   A Laplace operator

A    is defined in a straightforward manner, and it is shown that an analogue of

Chern's theorem holds for A .   Applications are made in §9 to two operators  P,

Q for symmetric fields.   These operators commute with A .   The harmonic fields

for compact spaces of constant curvature are discussed in some detail.

Finally, in §10, vector-valued forms are considered briefly.   Laplace opera-

tors are defined in a natural manner, but the appropriate analogue of Chern's
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theorem no longer holds in general.   The failure of the analogue is expressed by

a certain operator which is exhibited explicitly.

2. Vector bundles.   Let F denote an r-dimensional vector bundle over a

differentiable manifold  M  (all our ingredients will be assumed  C").   A frame

ÍU, e) of E  consists of an open  U C M  and an r-tuple e = (e ,,•••, e ) of C°°

sections over U which span the fibre E    at each point a of  U.   If {V, e')  is

another such frame, then in  U O V we shall have e   = eA (e   = eoÁ£), where A

is a matrix-valued function on   U O V, called the transition function fot the pair of

frames.

G being a Lie group with a faithful representation p on  Rr, a (G, p)-struc-

ture on E (we shall say simply G-structure) consists of a covering 11 of M by

frames of E  such that the transition function of any two overlapping frames in  11

has values in the image p(G)  in  GL (Rr).   A frame of E  will be called a G-frame

if H, when augmented by the adjunction of this frame, still defines a G-structure.

Observe that a G-structure on  E induces a G-structure on the dual bundle E ,

corresponding to the representation  lp~  .

Let  E, E be two bundles over M  with G-structures associated with repre-

sentations p   p.   We shall call the G-structures coherent if there is given a one-

to-one correspondence between G-frames of E  and E (over the same open sets)

such that for any two pairs of corresponding  G-frames, say ÍU, e),  (U, e)  and

(V, e'),  ÍV, e '), the transition matrices from e to   e', resp.  e   to e  , at each

point of  U n V correspond to the same element of G in the representationsp, p.

If that is so, then the frames (U, e ® e) of F ® E  define a G-structure on

E ® E, and in a natural way it is coherent with the given G-structures on E, F;

it is associated with the representation  p ® p   of  G.    In a similar way we can

define G-structures on exterior powers   /\^E, etc. (cf. §6).

3. Connections.   Let T(E) denote the module of C°°  sections of the vector

bundle  E over ,M; and let 7=7 (M) denote the cotangent bundle of M.   A con-

nection D on  E is an R-linear mapping D: T(F) —» T(E ® 7* which is local

(i.e. diminishes supports) and satisfies   D(fs) = s ■ df + f • Ds  for any C°°  func-

tion / and any section s e T(E); cf. [4, §2].   (We omit the symbol   ® when con-

venient.)

If ÍU, e) is a frame of E, then D gives on  U a connection matrix L = (L Ï)

of 1-forms on  1/ defined by De¿¡ = eaL o.   The curvature matrix of the connection

D relative to the frame is the matrix of 2-forms  K = dL + L A L  ÍK „ - dL ~ +

L*ALp.

Now let  E  have a G-structure.   We call  D  a  G-connection if the matrix  L

has values in the Lie algebra   3 of piG)  whenever the frame ((/, e)  is a G-frame.
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If that is so, then the curvature matrix  K also has values in  g.   Indeed,.if ç and

77 are tangent vector fields near a e U, then  2^L (£, 17) = <f • L (77) - r¡ ■ L (ç) -

L ([f, 77]), and this lies in  g simply because   g is a vector space. And 2LAL(g,rj)

= [L (f ), L (77)],  which   is in   g   because   g   is closed under the bracket opera-

tion (cf. [3] and L7, Chapter 9] for Kahler connections).

Let  E, E be bundles over M with coherent G-structures, as defined above.

Let  D, D denote G-connections on  E resp.   E.   We shall call the connections

coherent if for any pair of corresponding G-frames of E, E the connection matrices

have values which correspond under the isomorphism of p(G) and p'(G) given by p °p~ . If

that is so, then it is easy to verify that the connection D on  £ ® E defined by

D (s ® s ) = (Ds) ® s + s ® Ds   (cf. [4, p. 80]) is a G-connection for the induced

G-structure on  E ® E.   (In the term  (Ds) ® s   it is understood that the factor in T

is to be put on the right.)

4. Laplace operator.   We now suppose that  E is equipped with a connection

D and that M is equipped with a Riemannian metric g = g.dx'dx1.   With  D and g

we now associate a "Laplace operator"  =L on  T(E) as follows:  If s e T(E),

then Ds e T(E ® Tj.   Let DQ denote the Riemannian connection (i.e. on   T*).

As indicated above, we obtain a connection   D on  E ® T   by the rule  D(sa>) =

(Ds)cj + s (DqCo) for any 1-form a>.   We define

Ss = - trace DDs

for  s e r(E).   Relative to a frame   (l/, e) of   E and local coordinates   (x!) in   U,

DDs has an expression s a.e a® dxl ® ¿x;, and then  Xs = - (g''s ,.)ea where the

gl! ate the components of the contravariant metric tensor.

5. G-homomorphisms.   Let  E, E be vector bundles over M of dimension r,

r , with coherent G-structures associated with representations  p, p  of  G, and

with coherent G-connections  D, D.   Let  F = (/ ») be an r  x r matrix such that

p (u) F = Fp (u) for all  u € G.   From this matrix we obtain a bundle homomorphism,

also called  F, from £ to  E.   Namely let  (t/, e), resp.  (U, e ), be corresponding

G-frames of  E, E.   We map F: e» —» e a/ ~   obtaining a homomorphism over  U.

Evidently it does not depend upon the choice of corresponding G-frames, and thus

we obtain a global homomorphism  F: E —► E.

Again let T   catty a Riemannian metric g, as in the preceding paragraph.   With g

and D, resp. D, we associate Laplace operators i, resp. £, on T(E), resp. T(£).

By a direct computation we find that  EX = £ F.   Apart from the essential assump-

tion of coherence, the chief point involved here is that the bundle homomorphism

F, relative to corresponding G-frames,   has constant coefficients.   The calculation

presents no difficulty and we therefore omit it here.
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6. Differential forms.   We now turn to the bundles  Ep = Ap 7   of p-forms

M.   We suppose that  7   = E    has a given G-structure such that piG) C O ,  p

denoting a faithful representation of G on  R", where n = dim  M.   If we take the

G-frames as orthonormal frames, then of course we obtain a Riemannian metric

g on M.   If D is a G-connection on  7 , and if D has no torsion, then by a

classical theorem  D coincides with the Riemannian (i.e. Levi-Civita) connection.

By the general rules alluded to in §2, the G-structure on E induces a G-

structure on each Ep. If ((/, 6) is a frame of E , then it gives rise to a frame

(I/. fl^Uf  E*. where  0<*> = (Ô,'1"",'i')f f    and  0,'1-i" = f?'1 A • • • A 0''".

If (I/. 0) is a G-frame, then  ÍU, d(p)) is a G-frame of  E*\

The connection D defines a connection, also called D, on each  Ep.   For

example, for p = 2,  D (o> A <p) = (Dtu) A <p + <u A (ß<p), being induced by the ten-

sor product (it is understood here that the 1-form arising from D is to be written

on the right).   If D is a G-connection on  E , then the extension D is a G-con-

nection on  Ep, as is plain.

The Laplace operator A on p-fotms has the expression

where Jx^',  erí', ate endornorphisms of  Ep defined by the Riemannian curvature

[9, §26].   Namely, relative to a frame  (I/, 6) fot  7 ,

Wp\e'1'"ip) = -T el'"hv'"ipRlhv,    p > i,

and

I,,Z,

where   R h = g qPqjb 1S tne Riemann curvature operator and  Rj_ = R .1   is the

Ricci tensor (our notation differs slightly from that of de Rham, loc, cit.).   In

the formula  /   , resp. hv, signify that  /', h appear in the p.th, resp. vth, place.

Of course, we have  S(p) = 0 for p = 0, 1; and  iR(0) = 0.

We now assume that the Riemannian connection  D is a G-connection, and

that the frame  ((/, d) is a G-frame.   For each  ik, I), the matrix  (z, /) (-» R1., , is

in the Lie algebra   g of piG), as explained in §3.   Let ß^ = (fe'-. ), A = 1, • • • , t,

be a basis for  g.   Then we may write  Ry£/ = £', axik> l)b'     fot certain a   .

Recalling that g.. = S.., and using the symmetry properties of the curvature ten-

sor, we obtain the expression   R1., , = Rf', = S.  „ fl. „ b\   b.    , where  a. ,, = a,,..

From the vanishing of the torsion tensor we have  R1,. + R\., + R1,,. = 0, from

which it follows that the preceding expression can also be written
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Rlu, = 5>i   (bl,.b>   -b'.M   ),

and, for the Ricci tensor

R\ = Y a.   b\ b[

(recall that the   B^ are skew-symmetric, since  p{G) C 0  ).

Now consider a homomorphism  F from the typical fibre   A    R"  of  E    to the

typical fibre   f\q R" of   Eq.   Let us assume that  F is equivariant with respect to

the representations   f\p p, resp.   /\q p.   Then (see §5 above) it is quickly seen

that  F induces a bundle homomorphism  F: Ep—> Eq and an associated homomor-

phism  F: r(£?) —> T(Eq).   Namely, relative to the canonical bases of the typical

fibres, F is given by an alternating tensor with certain components /. .   For

our G-frame, the bundle map is then given (over  U) by

0-1     'Ph-,,'1     lPd'\     '«

If  G  is connected, as we henceforth assume, the equivariance condition for  F is

equivalent to the infinitesimal condition

y f i     v    Pb ,v - T i■ i     p       u>-

,=1      *        * v=l

for every  ß = ib1) in the Lie algebra   g.   Let  C = (c1) be another element of  g.

In the equation above we change  j    to  k, multiply by  c      and sum, obtaining

^V-V'V"', v 7-   ;" v
Now in the equivariance equation above change   b,    to  c,^, multiply the new

equation by   b,     and sum, obtaining

• A,,..-?'     i'     , .—,    i,.**k.
zi1' /"lpbiM = Zf*y v'"ipb\vc\

M, v

Thus the right-hand members of the last two equations are equal.   From our

formulas above for  RV¡ and  Rh, it follows at once that  F (S p   + S p ) =

(5\ ?) + öt9,)F.   Indeed one has merely to replace  ß, resp.  Ç by  Bx, résp. B   ,

then multiplying by a^    and summing.

Finally we observe that the differential operator Jl commutes with  F, as

indicated in §5.   Thus we have proved Chern's theorem:
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Let  F: Ep—* E9  fee an equivariant homomorphism of the bundles of differ-

ential forms, in the sense described above.   If the structure group G  of 7* is

connected, and if the connection of the G-metric is a G-connection, then the

Laplacian A commutes with  F.

7. Kà'hler manifolds.   We consider exterior forms on a Hermitian manifold  M.

The exterior derivative d and the codifferential 8 split into sums d = d  + d ,

resp.  8 = 8' + 8", of bidegrees (1, 0), (0, 1), (- 1, 0), (0,-1) respectively (cf.

[11]).  Now A = d8 + 8d = id'8'+ 8'd') + id"8" + 8"d") + id'S" + 8"d') + (d"8'+ 8'd").

The last two terms are of bidegree (1,-1), resp. (-1,1).   If the Hermitian metric

is in fact a Kahler metric, then the metric connection is compatible with the com-

plex structure, and the Laplace operator on p-forms is compatible with the decom-

position of forms according to complex type.   Hence the last two terms in the

expression above for A are zero.   Call the first two terms  A', resp.  A".   Thus

our equation is A = A   + A .   Since  8   is the formal adjoint of  d' and  8" is the

formal adjoint of d , the operators   A   and   A   are real.   By degree considerations

we have   A <f> = A çS (bar denotes complex conjugate); there follows   A = 2A' =

2A"  (see [11, Chapter II, The'orème 2]).

If fl = (z/2)ga-dzadz~P denotes the fundamental 2-rorm of the K'àhler struc-

ture on  M, then we obtain a bundle homomorphism  L : Ep —* Ep      by  L : cb —>

çS A ÎÎ.   This operator satisfies the requirements of the theorem of §6 and there-

fore commutes with  A.   This fact leads to Hodge's canonical decomposition of a

harmonic form into a sum of harmonic forms   LT<f> , where the   ef>   ate primitive.

See [11, Chapter 2, Theorem 2] and [6, §43].   In a remarkable observation, Serre

[10, Chapter IV, §4] has shown that Hodge's decomposition theorem can be con-

nected with the representation theory of   81,  (cf. §9 below).

8. Symmetric fields.   M" again being a Riemannian manifold, we now consider

the bundles  Sp of covariant symmetric tensors of rank p.   For brevity we shall

call sections of  Sp  p-fields.   The symmetrization operator, call it  s     gives a

projection of the full covariant tensor bundle  7  ,piM) onto Sp.

As before, we assume that   7 (M) = 5    has a G-structure which is a reduction

of the  0 -structure given by the metric.   Then on each Sp we obtain a G-structure

by tensor products.   If  ((/, 0) is a frame for 5 ,   0 = (0  , • ■ • , 0"), then the sections

e'sl'-lp = spid'1 ® • • -®dlp), ¿j < • • • < ip, form a frame for Sp over  ii.   If ÍU, 0)

is a G-frame, then this associated frame of Sp is a G-frame.   We install upon Sp

the fibre metric for which those sections are orthonormal at each point of   U.   We

write  (0, <p )■   for the inner product of two elements of the fibre   Sp.

For a p-field  c6 we define a derivative by  D  <p = (p + l) ÍDé>), where  D
s s p +1
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denotes covariant differentiation relative to the Riemannian connection.   Relative

to a frame the components are given by the formula

z> + l

(D  a).       .   =   Y ó.       s     .
1        i>        ^i        1 P + l'    v

For p-fields   0, <p   we introduce the inner product

where  tfV, = ^/g" |0   A ■ • ■ A 0"|  is the volume element at the point a.

The formal adjoint D    of D    is the operator characterized by the equation

ÍDs4>, tfj) = (<p, Ds'A) f°r an arbitrary p-field   0 and an arbitrary  (p + 1 )-field  if/

whose common support is compact.   It is easily shown that for a p-field   <p the

components of D  ó ate given by the formula

K*\t...i        =~8ik<Pi...i       ik-
li     lp-\ !i    'p-i'*

Of course we define  D   = 0 for 0-fields.

In analogy with the theory of harmonic integrals, we introduce the Laplace

operator As = DSDs - DSDs-   It can be shown that for p-fields we have  A   =

L + x'^' + S   p\ with the following formulas for the operation on the frame ele-

ments introduced above:

2(oil'"ip)--giheil'"ip
S'vs ,/V

p b.
%'IP)(0¿-       P)=   £0s!        "       PRh\        p>l

v=l

s'"»)(01" ") = t o1" "' "' f«r,   p > 2.
s *—*    s ih r —

Again  7 , fej, indicate the positions of the indices  /, b; and we have  Â     ' = 0

and §>'(p) = 0 for p = 0, 1.

Here we have the new curvature operator  R'k¡ = g  qR\q[ + g'q^kal'   L,et us

assume again that the frame  ((/, 0) is a G-frame.   Referring back to our expression

for the curvature in §6, we obtain for  R the expression

Observe that  R1, = R',,, as follows from the skew-symmetry of the matrices ib'\).

Let F  denote an equivariant homomorphism, relative to the G-action, from

the typical fibre of 5^ to the typical fibre of Sq.   Then F   induces a bundle

homomorphism  F : 5P —» Sq (see §5).   For the G-frame  ((/, 0),  F   is given by a

symmetric tensor:
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F':d'""p  ^f'Í.X'">dÍl"'Íq;
>l--'q   s

the components  /   are constant and independent of the choice of G-frame, and

they satisfy symmetry relations similar to those given for  F in §6.   From the

similarity of the expressions for A, resp.  As, it is clear that, with only minor

modifications, the argument of §6 can be applied to A^, and we obtain the follow-

ing theorem:

Let F1 : Sp —> Sq  be an equivariant bundle mapping, as described above.   If

the structure group G  is connected, and if the Riemannian connection is a G-con-

nection, then A    commutes with  F .
s

9.  Harmonic fields.   We shall continue with some observations concerning

harmonic ^-fields, i.e. fields   cA satisfying  As0 = 0.   To simplify statements, we

shall assume that  M is compact.

The operator A    is related to a variational problem, as follows:  Define the

"energy" of a p-tielà  cf> by  E (0) = l4(Dg<f>, Ds<f>) - lÁ(D*<¡>, D*0) = %(</>, &s<f>).

For a variation  8<f> of <f> we obtain  8E (<fr) = (S(f>, A^rA).   Hence  A 0 = 0 is the

condition for a free extremal of  E.   If we impose the constraint  (cA, <j>) = 1, say,

then according to the theory of Lagrange multipliers, the extremal condition

becomes   A  (ß = ccfj (c = const).   Of course the energy functional  E (<A) is not

always positive.

Consider now a 1 -field  <f> on  M, i.e. a Pfaffian form.   If D  <f> = 0, then

necessarily  D*<f) = 0, as is readily seen, and so  A <f> = 0.   Now  D  <f> = 0 is none

other than Killing's equation, and so Killing fields are harmonic fields (see [2]).

A p-field whose covariant derivative vanishes is clearly harmonic, the metric

tensor g being the most important example.

In general, geometric interpretations of the spaces of harmonic p-fields are

not known.   Presently we shall take up in detail the case of constant curvature   K.

Then the curvature operator has components  R7fe* = K(2g'hg,. - did1} — 8',^), and

the Ricci tensor is  R\ = K (l - n)8\.   The operators  T(p) and  &,(-p) then take on

a particularly simple form.

Before imposing the curvature restriction, however, we shall develop a very

useful formalism involving the metric tensor.

Let us denote the symmetric product by V.  Thus e.g. for 1-fields <f, 77 we

have £ y r¡ = V2(¿; ®r¡ + rj®¿;).   Define operators   P, Q fot p-fields by

P<f> = -V2(p + l)(p + 2) ■ cpyg;

Q =- (p + l)~Hp + 2)-1P*   for p>2,

2 = 0    for  p = 0, 1.
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Here  P* denotes the adjoint of  P, and g is the metric tensor. For components

we have the formulas

1        P + 2 /Í5Í     1     M P+2        V "

(Q<p\ ...i     =Mi ...,-    * V*-    ?>2-!1      V-2 1      'p-27*

We have the commutation relations  DsP - PD,_ = 0,  Dß - QDs = D*, and  PQ -

QP = n/2 + p (fot  p-fields).   These hold for  p > 0.   Write  W for the latter com-

mutator.   Then  [P, g] = W,  [W, P] = 2P.  [W. Q] = - 2Q.   Therefore the typical

fibre of the bundle  S = ^°1_0SP becomes an   8C2(R)-module (cf. Serre [10,

Chapitre 4]).

It is readily verified that  P and  Q ate equivariant bundle maps for the   0 -

structure of  T*, in the sense understood in §8.   We may therefore apply the

theorem of §8 to conclude that A    commutes with  P and Q.   This may also be

seen from the commutation rules above.   The situation is in striking analogy with

the Kahler case, but does not lead to parallel conclusions because of the infinite

dimensionality of our representation of  21 .

We have subbundles  Ker Q C Ker Q    C Ker Q   C etc., from which we obtain

the orthogonal decomposition  Sp - Sp + ■ ■ . + Sp     ((p) = p/2 fot even  p and

(p - l)/2 for odd  p), where  S^ is the orthogonal complement of the bundle  Sp fï

Ker Qk in  Sp n Ker Qk + 1.   The subspace  Sp a of the fibre  SPa is irreducible for

the orthogonal group of  Ta (see [12, Chapter 5, §7]).   The subspaces  Sp     ate

also irreducible, as will presently be evident.

The operators  PQ and QP ate selfadjoint in each fibre Sp.   The commutator

[P, Q ] is a multiple of Q on ^-fields, from which it is easily seen that Q

maps   Sp into  S£~ ^   U > 1), and that each subbundle  Sp is stable for   Pg and

QP.   On S£ we have

PQ\Sp = - k(n/2 +p-k-l),       QP\SPk=-(k + l)(n/2 + p - k).

This is easily established by induction on  k.   For let  cj> € Sp,   k>l, and write

PQc/> = tfj.   Then  ÖPÖ<?!> = Ö<A; and  20, Q^ are in  ^"j.   By induction assump-

tion, QPQ<f> = cQrA, for a certain factor c, whence  Q (ccf) - if/) = 0.   But  ccf, - ifr is

in S£ a°d tnus is orthogonal to Ker Q, whence  ccf, = ifj, and so  PQcf, = c<f>.   The

value of c is quickly found inductively with use of the relation  QP = PQ -

in/2 + p).

As just pointed out, Q maps  SPk injectively into s£~ j for  & > 0.   We see

now that  P is injective.   Indeed, if <f> e SPk and  PrA = 0, then QPçS = 0, and so

PQ4> = (n/2 + p)<f>.   Comparing with the result above for  PQ \ Sp, we obtain  <f> = 0.
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The harmonic elements in  r(5p) form a finite-dimensional vector space Hp,

for compact  M, as follows from standard elliptic theory applied to the strongly

elliptic system  A^cS = 0; and the equation  A  rp = if/ for   C°° fields has a solution

if and only if if/ is orthogonal to all elements of Hp.   See for example [l], [8],

Since  As commutes with  P and  Q, the space  Hp splits into an orthogonal sum

«S+ ••• + «?»,with Hpcrisp.
For a section  q> of  5?   we have  D  cp = — QD  <p, and so  <p is harmonic if

D <p = 0.   We observe that the energy functional  E i<f>) is > 0 for p = 1  and

n < 4.   In these special cases it follows that a global harmonic 1 -fieId  <p satisfies

D  <p = D  <p = 0  on a compact manifold.

By linear algebra, P maps onro the orthogonal complement of Ker P   =

Ker Q, and therefore we find that  P maps  5? isomorphically upon 5? + ,

U = 0, 1 , • • • , (p)).   As   P commutes with   A  , P maps  f/f isomorphically onto

Wfc+j.   Thus for harmonic fields it suffices to consider the bundles  5?.   Since   P

commutes with  Ds, if <p er(5p) satisfies  Dscb = 0, then by reducing via   P to

k = 0, we see that A,.<p = 0, and so DsD*<p = 0.   For the compact manifold M it

follows that  D  tp = 0 also.

Let  <p e r(5p and  ifj £ T(5^).   If  cf>, if/ satisfy the orthogonality relation

expressed in terms of components by

1       p-\      '1     ' <?— 1

then it is not hard to see that  <f> \J if/ is a section of  Sp  q.   Since, moreover,

DU V if,) = P + ? + 1 (Da) V <p + P + g + 1 <p V (D>),
s p + 1 q + 1 s

it follows that  ^((p V >ff) = 0, hence   <p V <A harmonic, whenever  Dsçi = D^i/z = 0.

For example, if  <f>  ,• • • , <fr   ate orthonormal covariant Killing fields, then

(f>   V  • ■ • V <fy   is a harmonic section of Sp.

Let us note in passing that the fibre dimension of  5P  is

'.-Too
With the foregoing observations concerning   P : Sp —> 5P      in mind, we see that

5P has fibre dimension d   - d     2 (p > 2).   For example, for n = 2 this dimension

is 2; and for « = 3 it is  2p + 1.

For n = 2  the typical fibres of 5JJ  (p > 2) are irreducible   02-modules (of

dimension 2), hence are isomorphic.   This means that for any orthonormal basis   fe

of the typical fibre of 5P, there is an orthonormal basis  fe   of the typical fibre of

^0  (P" ° - 2) ^or which the  C^-action is represented by the same matrices.

Clearly  fe   is uniquely determined by   fe, and we may conclude that the bundle.s
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5P (p > 2) are all equivariantly isomorphic.   Hence for n = 2 only the bundles

Sq, 5q are of importance in the present connection.

Let us now turn to the case of constant curvature, for which the tensor  R

has the form given earlier.   It is readily shown that the following formulas result

for a p-field  <p:

F.'(p)<p = - pK(n- l)rp,       5'(p)<p = - pip - l)Kcp - AKPQcf>.

Thus for a section  cf> of  5P  the harmonic equation reduces to Xxf> = pKin + p- 2)<p

Suppose that   K < 0.   Then for a harmonic section  0 of  5P  (p > 0), i. f/j =

- r0, with  r > 0.   Since  X. is a positive operator, and  - r is a negative operator,

there follows  (£<p, <p) = r(0, </>) = 0.   If  K < 0, we find that  <p = 0.   Hence, for

a compact manifold of constant negative curvature the only harmonic nonzero p-

fields are those of the form g V • • • V g x const.

If  K = 0, then we have just   (£<p, <p) = 0.   But  (£<p, <p) = (D<p, Drp), and so

Drp = 0.   Thus  (ic<p, <p) = 0, and in particular i-r/j = 0 if and only if (f> is a uniform

field (i.e. has covariant derivative zero).   (The argument here is substantially

that of Bochner-cf. [2]).

10.  Vector-valued forms.   Computations similar to the foregoing can be made

for other tensor bundles over  Mn.   Here we shall take up rather summarily the

bundles of vector-valued p-forms  Ep = Ep ® 7 and of vector-valued p-fields 5P =

5P ® 7, where   7 denotes the tangent bundle of M.   These bundles are of interest

in connection with deformation theory.

We again suppose that there is given a G-structure on  7   which is a reduc-

tion of a smooth  0 -structure.   If (Í7, (0')) is a frame of  7 , and if  W, (0.)) is

the dual frame of  7, then the system   (Í7, (0,   '" p)). is a frame of  Ep
.        ' * »!<••• <zp

over  (7, where  0^-"!p = 0! ! A • -; A 0*p ® 0fe.   If ({/, (0!)) is a G-frame, then we

declare this associated frame of  Ep to be a G-frame; and in this manner we

obtain a G-structure on  Ep.

Further we introduce on  Ep the fibre metric (   ,  )   for which these elements
a '   'a

form an orthonormal basis.   In particular, we have once more the Riemannian

metric g = gz-0'07 on  7, and g .. = 5.. for a G-frame.   By means of the metrics we

obtain a global inner product

<*.**>-Ja <*,*Vv.,
as in §6.

For a section  <p of  Ep  we define a derived form rir/» = (p + l)A   +,D<p, where

£> is the covariant derivative and A   +1 is the alternation operatot on the

covariant indices".   If <f> has components  <p relative to a frame  ÍU, 0) of
± . . 'l-.-'p,.*

7 , then  deb has components
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1     lP + l 'l lp+f  v

The formal adjoint  d   of d is given, for a section 0 of  £  , by

i     p-i °!i     p-r'

where as usual the g      are the components of the metric tensor g relative to the

frame in use.   For p = 0 we define d cf> = 0.

The corresponding Laplace operator A = dd  + d d fot sections of Ep has

the expression  A = £ + Wp) + S(i>) + 3"(?), where £ is as in §4 and $(p), S«»

are quite as in  §6.  Jtp) is the operator given on the frame  (U, (6]}'"lP)).

by

W^-'-'p. ¿o'f'**"'*&%     (p>0),

where 5« -«'-R^.

Now let  F be an equivariant linear mapping   A? R" ® R" —» A9 R" ® R".

Relative to the canonical bases  F is given by a system of components

/.     ".   ,  which are skew-symmetric in the z's, resp. the  j's.   As in v6, F gives
1 1 ■ "1 q*- /n rt

a bundle homomorphism  F : Ep—> Eq which, for the G-frames defined above, is

given by

F-.e,1   p^f.1   p,d,1   q.

If G is connected, then the equivariance condition reduces to the following rela-

tion, for all elements   (bl) in the Lie algebra of  G:

9      • i • • P       • . ■   i

Y f        u        ■  ubh   -f.1     A   bl   =  Y /•       ■  1     PbLV-f-1      p   b™.
t-, ')l-"bv--iqk    iv      l,l---!(]k      m        ¿-i 'lx---lqk h        :,x---lqm   k

By operating upon this identity as in §6, we can determine the commutator

AF - FA.   It is found that this operator is expressed in terms of components by

V7-1   u     ■    Rhmu - Y f l    \   * «JV

V=l * v-\

For certain  F this commutator vanishes.   For example, if our G-structure is

a Kahler structure with fundamental 2-form  at, and if  F denotes the operation

F<A = a, A 0, then it can be shown by direct computation that AF = FA.   Thus we

can conclude that a Hodge decomposition holds for harmonic vector-valued forms

on a Kahler manifold.
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The situation is analogous for vector-valued p-fields, i.e. sections of the

bundle   5.   A Laplace operator  A    is defined as in §8.   For an equivariant

bundle map F : Sp —> Sq of the sort considered above (but with symmetric com-

ponents /.   "   .   ,   in the z's, resp. ;'s, rather than the skew-symmetric ones per-

taining to the Ep), we find that A F - FA^ is given by the same expression as

that just written for the case of exterior forms.

We can define operators  P, Q fot sections of 5P, just as in §9.   For these

operators the commutator vanishes, as is fairly easily seen.
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